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About



Introduction:
This book discuss that if sustanability of both educational leaders and of larger areas of

concern is to be better realized, the role of educational leaders will need to be re-framed. To elaborate the

necessity of re-framing, this book will discuss not just the challenges of the sustainability of an educational

leader’s role but to dig more with other global challenges out there. These challenges are “A culture of

consumption”, global energy demand, climate change, and emerging population patterns. These

increasingly affect the current education leadership trend. This book will also elaborate on the

interconnection of three dimension of sustainability which are the social, the economic, and the

environment. The focus of this book is the role of the educational leader because it is the best form of

leadership best positioned to promote different forms of personal, institutional, societal, and global

sustainability as core objectives. This is an optimistic book. It will take sometimes for the approaches to

As stated on many researches, this world is in a brink of catastrophe and that

humanity is only having a few years to turn things around. This book suggest to

neither position. This books optimism lies in the hope that there is still a chance to

turn things around. And that educational institution and their leaders can actually

make a major contribution.



Chapter 1

Learning Sustainability, 

Sustaining Leadership



✓ This chapter presented the challenges of educational leadership sustainability and its

bigger impact to the social, economic, and environmental system.

✓ Living in a complex world requires a proper recognition of the complexity involved in

framing problems and the solution of the educational leaders if greater sustainability

is to be generated.

✓ Leading sustainability and sustaining leadership are then intimately connected, as

this has major implications for understanding and responding to many political,

social, economics and environmental challenges.

Main Points



Reflection:

If educational leaders can help to enhance greater humility through understanding and

realizing the complexity that we are going through, they will probably results into leading considering

it in policies and actions creation. However as an educator, we have the power and the great

opportunities to teach our learners the essence of having just what is sufficient rather than excessive

consumption of resources. These are resources that we are using in our everyday survival such as

water, energy, food and many more. As teachers, we have the ability or chance to develop our

learners holistically. The needs for becoming a well-being will transcends on their personal wants and

finally will make them realize the importance of sufficiency.

Educational leaders does not pertain to the administrator alone. This can be attributed to

the teachers inside the classroom as well. Even before, it is really hard to prescribe a single solution

in such complexity. But as a leader, as a teacher, as an effective teacher, I can see hope despite of

diversity.



Chapter 2

The Meaning of

Sustainability and The

Dynamics of its Decline



✓ Change, not maintenance, is then the desired action state as what is currently in

place is seen as failing to meet the current values, needs, and challenge.

✓ Sustainable business and economic conservations focus and economic conservations

focus on ‘triple bottom line’ outcomes in which key business strategies are designed

to be socially and environmentally responsible as well as economically viable.

✓ And whilst decline in sustainability in different systems seem to exhibit similar

characteristics, and also similar remedies, an initial justification for the valuing of

existing forms of systems and practices must be made.

Main Points



Reflection:

It suggests that the sustaining of the environments and species, of financial and

educational systems, are ‘good’ things, and either by maintaining their present function. Reflecting

from a teacher perspective, I would like to quote what Boulding (1968) said in his book “the measure

of well-being is not how fast the crew is able to consume its limited stores, but rather how effective

the crew members are in maintaining their shared resource sticks, and the life-support system.”

Although the concept ‘sustainability’ was first applied with natural environment, such

concept also apply to human education environments. In the process, the teacher and the students

are both human resources in a business paradigm of an institution. However, the student

achievement as an outcome was most of the time dictated by an effective teacher. As an educational

leaders, I think it is part of their role to sustain effective teachers to sustain such paradigm.



Chapter 3

Tame, Wicked and

Humble Leadership



✓ Framing, complexity, distribution, wickedity, empowerment, reflexivity, clumsy and

silver-buckshot solutions, and the creation of a leadership that facilitates an

environment within which these can be practiced. This is the suggested beginning of

the model (complex)

✓ The key ethic for such leadership model is humility.

✓ Appreciation of human limitations leads to becoming an educational leader that

facilitates the role of good decision making.

Main Points



Reflection:

The ethics of humility suggest that for here then points toward much greater degrees in

participation to decision making and the understanding of its necessity. It would apply to all,

even those who regards themselves as knowledgeable and skilled individual believes that the

problem of sustainability from the world up to personal level is affected by the impact of

variations and degrees of hubris either conscious or unconsciously. Sometimes leaders or

even teachers who are the trying to resolve certain conflicts are the one who actually caused

them. This is when the ethics of humility comes in.



Chapter 4

Efficiency, Sufficiency,

and Educational

Leadership



✓ The term efficiency fits well in the description of a complex issue being categorize as

relatively simple as its current role is normally viewed a a ratio of a very small

number of variables.

✓ The term sufficiency is attributed as economic growth and consumer satisfaction to

the maintenance and protection of the resources.

✓ Educational leadership and the environment then share basic underlying issues of

sustainability.

Main Points



Reflection:

Sometimes, what tends to be a simple process turns to be rather more

complicated. Efficiency is one of the most used word in the world of leadership. Can also be

associated with teaching. An efficient educator can facilitate learning for less effort. Others

associate efficiency as a major concept in view of human life and educational purposes.

On the other hand, in the absence of urged for sufficiency, at one end of

spectrum, world can be seen as value of consumption, efficiency are evident and where

resources are seen as limitless, where planning only needs to be short term.

At the other end of this spectrum is a sustainable world, where the unrestricted

pursuit of consumption, and where resources are seen as limited and declining. This is where

our role as educational leaders come in.



Chapter 5

Cultures, Economic

Growth, and

Consumptions



✓ Do people always choose to consume, or are they persuade into believing they

must?

✓ Dependent upon environmental sustainability is the sustainability of the human

social world- the maintenance of healthy societies and citizens.

✓ Sustainability as a pyramid of dependence. Economic sustainability on the top,

second layer will be social sustainability, while the based is the environmental

sustainability.

Main Points



Reflection:

The era seems to be the time of overdeveloped consumer where people have more

possession than what they really need and lack the space to house them. This is the time when every

single materials that we used in order to survive was came from the environment, however all the

waste of consumption goes back to where it came from (environment).As an educator, it is high time

to incorporate the environmental education in the curriculum.

If consumption is something that someone has learned, then maybe consumption is a

learned behavior. Equally important factor to look up is the different kinds of these consuming

activities and to identify which among threatening sustainability. It is also an important things to look

at that while our commitment is the welfare of our students, we should also start believing that

education has a big role to play in the society.



Chapter 6

Global Energy

Challenges



✓ Energy trends, climate change, and educational involvement are kinds of complex

obstacles which many critical decision can be made.

✓ Talking about education, it is needs to be asked how will energy changes threaten

our sustainability and that of educational leadership? And it does.

✓ Educational localization helps sustain global energy

Main Points



Reflection:

The appreciation of and action towards dealing with diminishing energy reserves is a

powerful argument for a much powerful environmental sustainability discussion. Educator may have a

critical role as people needs to be informed. Equity and sufficiency are the main point talking about

energy conservation.

I am not an Environmental Engineer. What I have is a little knowledge but a huge concern

and a realization that these things are really a threat to humanity. The best time to act on it is now.

IPCC (2014, p.13) states that “ Delaying mitigation efforts beyond those in place through 2030 is

estimated to substantially increase the difficulty of the transition to low long-term effect emissions

levels and narrow the range of options consistent with maintaining temperature change below 2

degree Celcius relative to pre-industrial level”.



Chapter 7

Climate Change and

the Assessment of

Evidence



✓ The approach you take in climate change will affect on how you view the nature of

the evidenced produce.

✓ This is to argue that the cost-benefit analysis being used widely of the economist has

in connection with their social responsibilities has been contested. It says that coral

reefs, gorillas, rivers, and much more are simply not things you should try to place a

human monetary value on. They are irreplaceable.

Main Points



Reflection:

Susceptible groups like children living in scarcity in countries with feeble governance and

poor education systems are the hardest hit by climate change. The changing climate is making it

harder for children to access education in a safe environment. And the economic impacts of disasters

reduce school enrollment, as children are kept out of school to help their families earn a living.

Education plays a vital role in carrying about behavioral change, and schools can play an important

part by becoming carbon neutral, energy efficient and reducing their own ecological footprint.

According to Southern African Journal of Environmental Education, Vol. 31 (2015) “Climate change

and variability are key challenges facing the planet and humanity, particularly in South Africa. The

complexity of climate as an interconnected system, including earth and socio-ecological systems and

‘deeper’ thinking, requires critical enquiry as well as reflexive and transformative education

approaches. “



Chapter 7

Emerging Population

Patterns: Impacts and

Responses



✓ The development of national fortress mentalities, where richer countries attempt to

maintain present ways of life and level of consumptions while excluding the

population of the less develop countries.

✓ There is a future terms of debate between the ageing population and the lower birth

rate.

✓ Global trends and educational challenges such as segregation versus integration.

Main Points



Reflection:

According to Hardin (2006), each rich nation can be seen as the lifeboat. Outside swim

the poor people of the world, who would like to get it. But there are not enough resources to go

around. The people in the boat have a duty to their species to be selfish.

A relevant question for an educational leader, how can we now let the universe know that

is really a true concern? That there is a demographic trend concern with regards to population and to

encourage for a culture of equity. The posted question is important not just for the people of the world

for the sustainability of the planet as well.

The final thought is what is the assurance that the Earth will survive with this irreparable

damage for another two or more centuries, during which population is drastically increasing and the

consumption is higher than the Earth’s optimal sustainable carrying capacity.

The challenge for us teachers, is how do we discuss such in the context that our sudent

will appreciate and understand.



Final Reflection:

My reading end up by reflecting upon four major questions provided by the author

focusing on the role of an educational leader in the world sustainability. Where am I? Where do

we want to go? How will we get there? How will you know when you’ve got there?

This book also taught me that it is better to acknowledge the complexity of the things

in realization to sustainability rather than live naively. Where am I now? Well, I guess, I am in a

current situation where sustainability is at risk and less are knowledgeable about it. Where do I

want to go? I think as an educator, I would like to see batch young people who has eco-

mindfulness. I would like to raise awareness and play my role in this world.

By the end of the book, any of our conventional assumption of what makes an

effective educational leader has left standing. It is a all for radical re-framed. A very dynamic

concept of sustainability that helps me acknowledge that I am part of this global system. All of us.

It was such an amazing experience that this book was able to connect those two important

variables for me as I am taking educational leadership major and very passionate about

environmental education.
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